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The designation of the districts in Mafia 3 will allow them to start generating revenue. It will also push the story forward, getting you closer to flushing the Marcano family. You can assign each district to one of its three sub-seities - Vito, Burke or Cassandra. This will increase your position with one, but can reduce it with the other two. In this guide, we're going to show you how to
assign areas to Mafia 3. Mafia 3 Assign DistrictFirst things first. In order to appoint it, you have to conquer the area. To do this, you have to attack rackets, destroy smuggling rings, kill security forces and do all kinds of activities in the area. This will reduce the income of the boss currently controlling it, making it come out and face you. Once you've defeated them, the neighborhood
will be yours. This is when you will either arrange a meeting with your partners, or get a phone call asking you who is going to get a new neighborhood. Whoever gets it will be happy, obviously, but the other two can hold it against you. If you don't want to lose your support, you'll have to balance things out by having an almost equal spread of control between them. We're not sure if
you can reassign areas, so choose carefully. We haven't tried it, but it may be possible at a later stage - taking the area from one lieutenant and giving it to another. We recommend that you act like this is the final decision because it is most likely there. Once the area is up and running, it's going to start generating money for you - free money at the same time. Make sure you collect
racket money regularly because there is a cap - the pool won't fill up after a certain point and this will block your progress. The appointment of a racket works almost as well as the purpose of the districts. You need to grab the racket first. Once this is done, and the notifiction pops up that you have taken over, the menu will appear asking you to choose who will get to run it, with all
the benefits listed. FlagView HistoryThis page explains how to manage your lieutenants/underbosses of Mafia 3. As Lincoln takes over more of New Bordeaux, he will need help maintaining control over the various rackets, businesses and criminal enterprises he conquers - this is where his underbosses come in Lincoln recruits three gangsters and their crews to help him in his
battle against the Marcano family. Who he chooses to run each racket and district will affect the services each underboss is willing to provide. The leader of the Haitian gang, little is known about Cassandra, who works from a voodoo shop in Delray Hollow. Her team skilfully manages weapons and contraband around the city and can provide Lincoln with much-needed supplies
throughout the city. Originally from Empire Bay, Vito finds himself starting again from the docks in River Row. His working knowledge of the crowd will make him a priceless asset to Lincoln -- plus his hired can provide a useful backup if the need arises. And sympathetic to the IRA of the old world, the world, The rapid temper and violent renting make him a natural ally, especially
given his personal vendetta against the Marcano family. His men run a chop shop in a rescue yard in Point Verdun. When Lincoln takes control of the new racket, he will have to assign it to someone - either Cassandra, Burke, or Vito. This will increase the earnings of this boss, and will provide you with new updates and services. Once you collect all the rackets in the county and
eliminate Lieutenant Marcano, who controls him, you will have to choose one of your lieutenants to replace them. This will shift control over all of the district's rackets to whoever this new leader is, so if you've already given a racket to Vito but appoint a Burke district, Vito will lose control of those rackets - and the income that comes with them. If one (or two) of your underbosses
are repeatedly transferred when assigned control over different areas, they will most likely turn their backs on Lincoln. They will be very clear and give a fair warning if they become dissatisfied, but continue to minor them and they betray you. The surest way to avoid this kind of confrontation is to equally distribute rackets and areas as you go through history. There are six areas to
take over, so assigning two areas for each underboss will allow you to keep all three happy. You may miss some of the higher level upgrades and favors, but you'll unlock us in this together trophy/achievement. Conversely, if you focus only on one of your lieutenants, it is likely that the other two will rebel against you. If this happens and you reach the final mission with just one
underboss, you will unlock the Just You and Me trophy. Which of your lieutenants controls most of the territory (or is alive, depending on how your game is played) will remain in charge of the city if Lincoln decides to leave New Bordeaux at the end of the story. End of Vito: After Lincoln's disappearance, Vito takes control of criminal operations in New Bordeaux. It legitimizes many
of the businesses that even go so far as to finish building the Marcano Hotel/Casino - where he still resides. Burke Ending: With Clay gone, the Irish step into the role of criminal lord of New Bordeaux - later renamed Bourbon City after Burke buys his way onto the city council. Unfortunately, he died in 1984 in a gang war between the Irish and Cuban families. Cassandra Ending:
Despite a lack of recognition from other crime bosses, Cassandra takes control of New Bordeaux and manages to fend off any and all of her challengers - including local government. In retaliation for the killing of the Louisiana governor, the federal government is drastically cutting funding and aid to the city, even after devastating hurricanes. Missiles are criminal operations found
in Mafia III. Each district in New Bordeaux contains two rackets, each driven by their own racket boss, that Lincoln Clay will have to take over in his his to work with the Marcano family. Information about the rackets, their whereabouts and who controls them is obtained through Contacts, and in some cases through the interrogation of various Racket informants found in the district.
The earnings of the initial income earned from each racket depends on whether Lincoln recruits racket boss and informants while he takes over the district. Recruiting a racket informant will boost that racket to earn $1,000-$4,000 for an informant, while a recruiting racket boss will raise to earn $2,000-$5,000. Whatever choice is made to raise the racket to fully earn the potential
Lincoln will have to perform trade runs and drop supplies on the racket for them to sell. The privileges derived from Lincoln's bewilderment depend on their overall earnings. Safehouse After the racket take over they become a haven for Lincoln. Most of them contain various materials that he can get for free, such as medical cabinets and lockers with weapons that contain weapons
and ammunition or Tac-Vest. He can also go to them if he is pursued by a retribution squad, and the guards will protect him with his life. Barclay Mills Trash Racquet is run by Paul Simmons from Di Napoli Waste Disposal. A weapon racket run by Pete Santini of Barclay Railways. Delray Hollow Prostitution is a racket run by Merle Jackson from Pearl Nightclub. A Smack racket run
by Charlie Kincaid of the First Baptist Church. Downtown Building is a racket run by Jimmy Kavar of The Cavar Construction Site. A blackmail racket run by Frankie Bernard of the Imperial Men's Health Club. The French Ward Sex Racket is run by Harry Robicheaux of Un Belle Jardin. The drugs racket is run by Doc Gaston of the Big Mouth Jazz Club. Frisco Fields is a slave-
trading racket run by Chester Moreau from Bellaire's supermarket. A PCP racket run by Bobby Bastian of the Duvall Hall Science Center. Point Verdun Moonshine is a racket run by Carla Bevers of Sweetwater Distillery. The defense racket is run by Sonny Blue of Robertdo Meat Packaging. River Row Union Ransomware is a racket run by Andy Turetto of the Canning Company
Rigolet. A smuggled racket run by Roy Tibido from Skidaway. Southdowns Gambling is a racket run by Johnny Two Dix Peralta from Salon Wilcock. Black Market racket run by Artie Higgins of Mama Righetti Bakery. Tickfaw Harbour Auto Stealing racket run by Junior Holland of the best oil rackets. Smuggling racket run by Pops Holland from Holland Bros. Shipping and Freight.
Trivia Rackets are sometimes called shelters. Gallery Hey guys, so I've assigned these areas so far: Vito: Southdowns, River Row and DowntownCassandra: Barclay Mills, delray hollowBurke: French parish, tikfau and pointeverdunOnly thing that stayed Frisco Fields and bayou, but bayou not an area to take over I don't think? Because now my last major mission is Frisco so I
guess as soon as I finish Frisco and appoint him Burke he'll have 4 Vito 3 and and 2 if I can't unlock bayou later? I don't know anyone who has moved on could you take on bayou or should I just appoint Frisco Cassandra? Page 2 13 comments comments
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